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Abstract: Ocean sound speed is an essential foundation for marine scientific research and marine
engineering applications. In this article, a model based on a comprehensive optimal back propagation
artificial neural network model is developed. The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is used to opti-
mize the model, and the momentum term, normalization, and early termination method were used
to predict the high precision marine sound speed profile. The sound speed profile was described
by five indicators: date, time, latitude, longitude, and depth. The model used data from the CTD
observation dataset of scientific investigation over the South China Sea (2009–2012) (108◦–120◦ E,
6◦–8◦ N), which includes comprehensive scientific investigation data from four voyages. The feasi-
bility of modeling the sound speed field in the South China Sea is investigated. The proposed model
uses the momentum term, normalization, and early termination in a traditional BP artificial neural
network structure and mitigates issues with overtraining and difficulty when determining the BP
neural network parameters. With the LM algorithm, a fast-modeling method for the sound field
effectively achieves the precision requirement for sound speed prediction. Through the prediction
and verification of the data from 2009 to 2012, the newly proposed optimized BP network model is
shown to dramatically reduce the training time and improve precision compared to the traditional
network model. Results showed that the root mean squared error decreased from 1.7903 m/s to
0.95732 m/s, and the training time decreased from 612.43 s to 4.231 s. Finally, the sound ray tracing
simulations confirm that the model meets the accuracy requirements of acoustic sounding and verify
the model’s feasibility for the real-time prediction of the vertical sound speed in saltwater bodies.

Keywords: sound speed profile; CTD data; Levenberg–Marquardt; momentum term; early termina-
tion; back propagation neural network; inversion prediction

1. Introduction

The vertical structure of the sound speed in an ocean has a strong influence on sound
propagation and determines underwater sound propagation characteristics. In practical ap-
plications, researchers must determine parameters that describe the seawater environment
with depth to ensure the application’s accuracy. Additionally, knowledge of the sound
speed information of a target sea area is essential when developing sounding, positioning,
and underwater target detection and tracing [1,2]. However, due to the complexity of
marine environments, the sound speed profile’s structure will change drastically with time
and spatial position. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor underwater marine acoustic
parameters continuously. Typically, seawater sound speed is calculated using a salinity–
temperature depth system. Temperature, salinity, and depth are calculated using the
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empirical formula of sound speed to determine the real sound speed [3,4]. However, this
process is time-consuming and labor-intensive, and requires measurement of the sound
speed profile in a larger area using a point-by-point method in real applications. Therefore,
researchers have proposed the establishment of a model that uses historical data to predict
the ocean’s physical characteristics in a specific area [5,6].

Currently, models of sound speed profiles’ structures can primarily be divided into
two categories: analytical function models [7,8], such as the Munk model [7] and GDEM
model [9]; and empirical orthogonal function (EOF) models [10,11]. The analytical function
models describe a sound speed profile’s structure using functional expressions and typically
exhibit good scalability [12]. However, due to the function’s limitations, the model structure
is too ideal and cannot be used to describe a natural marine environment. Simultaneously,
many parameters are used to construct the structure of a thermohaline surface; thus,
analytical function models achieve low description efficiencies, and most parameters have
no intuitive meaning. The empirical orthogonal function (EOF) model can achieve high-
precision fitting of the sound speed profile using a reduced-order representation [11,13,14];
however, its shortcomings are equally marked. With high precision descriptions of the
method, measurement data must be continuous in space. If the sampling data are measured
at a discrete location, they must be interpolated to create equal-interval data. The EOF
model is also affected by the sample depth of the sample, the calculated SSP cannot consist
of points without data, and the approach cannot be described with high precision at points
with missing data [15].

Therefore, to increase modeling accuracy, intelligent algorithms can be used to fit a
nonlinear curve to calculate an accurate sound speed profile [16]. Neural networks can fit
scattered data and perform classifications accurately. Zhang, Wenxiao et al. [17] trained
and developed a BP neural network model to describe the complex nonlinear input and
output characteristics of seawater salinity parameters, which are affected by many factors.
The authors then used the artificial neural network inversion model to calculate the water
depth inversion and achieved good results. Hu, H. et al. [18] used a small sample to
verify that a BP artificial neural network predicts sound speed accurately for multi-beam
sounding. Ai, R. et al. [19] used a BP artificial neural network’s adaptive and self-learning
capabilities [20] to train a model with historical data to create an inversion prediction model
to perform inversion prediction of the sound speed profile. Hu, J. et al. [21] proposed a GA-
optimized artificial neural network model that used ARGO data. Although computation
time increased, fitting accuracy was markedly improved by that model.

Previous studies primarily used complex algorithms and low-precision data to estab-
lish prediction models. These methods cannot predict the sound speed profile well due to
the limitation of the training data’s accuracy. Simultaneously, due to the complexity of the
algorithm, the training process is time-consuming. Therefore, based on existing research,
this study uses high precision data (CTD observation dataset of scientific investigation over
the South China Sea (2009–2012) [22]) and introduces the momentum term, normalization,
the early termination method, and other optimization methods into the traditional BP
artificial neural network model. This study also uses the LM algorithm to establish a fast
sound field prediction model that meets the accuracy requirements of real applications.
Finally, the model’s application value is important. Jensen et al. [23] and Tindle et al. [24]
proved that ray acoustics could effectively simulate the work of acoustics devices in an
underwater environment. So, in this paper, the model’s sound speed profile’s accuracy
and application value are confirmed using sound ray tracing. In practical applications, the
proposed model provides important scientific significance and reference value.

2. Data and Experimental Platform
2.1. Simulation Platform

This study uses MATLAB (2020a) to calculate all simulations that construct the sound
speed field in the South China Sea. The experimental hardware included an Intel Core
i7-9750H CPU with 6 cores, 12 threads, and 16 GB of RAM.
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2.2. Data Sources

The CTD observation dataset of scientific investigation over the South China Sea
(2009–2012) was used as the sample space in this study [22]. The dataset included data
from 18◦ N, 10◦ N, 6◦ N sections and 113◦ E meridian sections with 75 stations, in which
the deepest depth was 1550 m. From 2009 to 2012, a comprehensive survey of four voyages
in different seasons was completed. Usually, each station has 769 points of data in a voyage.
In this paper, the total data set consisted of around 173,025 points, and each point included
the point’s spatial coordinate and sound speed. Compared with other CTD data sets
(e.g., the Levitus database and the global CTD gird data), this paper’s dataset has more
advantages, which are shown below.

1. The data accuracy has a higher spatial resolution than other datasets. For example,
the data’s sampling interval is every 2 m in vertical profile, compared with the Levitus
database, which has a 10 m interval in the sea surface and 100 m at other depths.
That means these data will describe an inaccurate sound speed profile and negatively
affect the model’s training.

2. The data have higher precision than other datasets. The data set is contributed
through scientific investigation. Compared with other datasets, the in-site measured
data have higher precision, whether in terms of the measuring instrument or the
data’s quality control. The training data’s precision will have a significant effect on
the model.

3. The data set has enough data in the model’s training. The 75 stations, in three years,
provided around 173,025 rows of data, which obviously satisfy three layers of artificial
neural network used in this model.

Moreover, the important technical performance indicators are shown below.

1. Specific conductance: 0 ∼ 7 S/m with an accuracy of 0.0003 S/m;
2. Temperature: −5 ∼ +35 °C with an accuracy of 0.001 °C;
3. Pressure: 0 ∼ 10, 000 Pa with an accuracy of 0.015% FS (full-scale), equal to an

accuracy of 1.5 Pa.

The point distribution is shown in Figure 1.
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Each dataset contains 11 types of information, which are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Dataset content.

Number Name Usage and Meaning Unit Sample

1 Site Name Site name, format: kj01–kj75 - kj01
2 Date Measurement date, format: yyyymmdd - 20,090,617
3 Time Measurement time, format: hhmmss - 145,446
4 Latitude Latitude at data measurement ◦N 18.001
5 Longitude Longitude at data measurement ◦E 119.502
6 Depth Site water depth m 3008.0
7 Layer measurement Data observation layer depth m 1.0
8 Temperature Temperature value ◦C 28.72
9 Salinity Salinity value PSU 33.4923

10 Density Sigma-theta (σ- θ) density value kg/m3 21.024
11 Sound speed Sound speed value m/s 1541.3

2.3. Data Selection

To ensure the authenticity of training, it is necessary to select data for the training and
verification sets randomly. In this study, 80% of the data were randomly selected as the
training set, and 20% were used as the verification set. With the early termination method,
80% of the training set is divided into 70% for training and 10% for the confirmation sample.
Figure 2 shows the classification of the selected points at a training instance.
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3. Methodology

A BP artificial neural network is a typical neural network algorithm that uses the error
after the output to estimate the error of the direct leading layer of the output layer [25,26].
The BP neural network then uses this error to estimate the previous layer’s error, and
passes it back, layer by layer, to obtain the error estimates of all layers [27].

Figure 3 shows the overall process flowchart of the following processes. First, we
divide the measured data into training and checking sets. The training sets are imported
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into the model. Then, the network parameters are initialized, including connection weights
and bias values. Typically, the initial parameters are calculated using random numbers. Sec-
ond, we calculate the neural layers’ output. In this section, we compare various activation
functions. Third, the output error is calculated based on the input data to adjust the connec-
tion weights. The changing range can be optimized with the momentum term, which can
effectively adjust the connection weight and avoid being stuck in a local minima. Then, we
check the network accuracy: if the output error meets the required precision, the model will
be saved; otherwise, we check the iterations. If the training epochs reach the training times,
the model will be saved and exported to successive epochs. Between these two judgments,
the paper adds an early termination as an optimal method to mitigate overfitting.
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Each part of the methodology in Figure 3 is described in detail in the following
subsections. After that, a presentation of the sound ray trace method has been given.
Typically, we use ray acoustics to manage sound propagation. This study simulates sound
ray traces with measured sound speed profiles and model sound speed profiles. Then, this
study explores the feasibility of applying this sound speed prediction model using this
method. The section’s structure is shown below.

Figure 4 shows the structure of this section. First, in Section 3.1, Data Preprocessing,
this paper introduces the data preprocessing, including the sample divisions, and the
meaning of the sample matrix Pinput and the target vector Toutput. Then, in Section 3.2, BP
Network Design, the article introduces the network design, including the hidden layer,
input and output layer, and activation functions. This section is the second process of
machine learning in practical usage. Third, the paper introduces a basic training algorithm
in Section 3.3, BP Network Training Algorithm. Next, Section 3.4, BP Model Optimization,
is the critical part of this section. In this section, the article brings the optimization in the
model. The optimization consists of selecting the best training function (LM algorithm),
appending the momentum term, and using normalization and early termination. Finally,
the sound ray trace simulation is introduced in Section 3.5. This method is used in the
evaluation of the model’s practical performance. In this section, the paper introduces the
theory of sound ray trace and its parameters’ calculation. Each section is shown below.
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3.1. Data Preprocessing

The data must be divided into the sample matrix Pinput and the target vector Toutput,
the structure of which is as follows:

Pinput =


r1

date r1
time r1

lat r1
lng r1

d

r2
date

. . .
...

... r2
d

...
...

...
...

...
rn

date rn
time rn

lat rn
lng rn

d

 (1)

Toutput =

 s1
...

sn

 (2)

where rdate indicates the date (year, month, day) in “doy” (day of year) format; rtime
indicates the result, which converts the time (hours, minutes, and seconds) into the number
of hours starting from 00:00 of the day; rlat indicates the latitude of the point; rlng indicates
the point’s longitude; rd is the measurement depth of the sampling point. In Equation (2),
si represents the sound speed data corresponding to the i row of data. Each row of Toutput
corresponds to that of Pinput. In other words, taking the first row as an example, the input
data with five elements is the sample matrix, and the target vector is the sound speed
corresponding with the input data. If we combine the sample matrix and target vector as a
matrix

[
Pinput, Toutput

]
, this matrix is the complete data of the data set.

Considering the target sample matrix Pinput as an example, a PN×5 matrix is formed
after normalization, which indicates that the matrix’s data have been converted into the
range between zero and one, where N is the total amount of data in the training set. Due
to the strong fitting ability of the neural network, it is necessary to randomize the data
sequence to prevent these nontarget features, such as the regular arrangement of the input
data, from being learned, to ensure the convergence and generalizability of the results. The
neural network used in this study uses the gradient descent rule to achieve supervised
learning; thus, randomization is critical. Without randomization, the training results have
difficulty converging to offset values. Only by ensuring the randomness of data can the
algorithm’s training results converge as much as possible. Therefore, P′inputs rows are not
consistent with regular data, which indicates that the first row may be the first site’s data
on the sea surface, and the second row may be the other site’s data at random depths.
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3.2. BP Network Design

BP network design, including the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer’s design,
is the second step of deep learning. After ensuring the layers’ design, the model can be
trained. The neural network is a three-layer BP neural network model that includes an
input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The three-layer BP neural network model
used in this article is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Three-layer BP neural network model (doy: day of year; tod: time of day).

In this model, the input layer consists of 5 elements: the sample sites’ latitude, longi-
tude, depth, and sampling time, which includes the day of the year (doy) and the time of
day (tod). The model’s output is the sample sites’ sound speed. In other words, the model’s
input is one point’s spatial coordinates, and the output is the point’s sound speed. Taking
75 sets as an example, in Figure 6, the input is 75 positions’ five elements, and the output
is the sound speed profile at these sets. Normally, the CTD data consists of 769 points
(measured every 2 m). Therefore, if we input 769 points into this model (just changing the
input data’s depth), the output result constitutes the sound speed profile.
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3.2.1. Design of Hidden Layer

First, the hidden layer’s number determination is the critical work of the model. In a
BP network, any continuous function on the closed interval can be approximated by a single
hidden layer BP network so that a three-layer BP network can complete any n-dimensional
to m-dimensional mapping [28]. In practical applications, the number of hidden neurons is
causally related to the problem’s requirements. Too many hidden neurons will lead to more
learning time, more error, and less fault tolerance. Besides this, too many hidden neurons
will bring an overcautious judgment to the model that fails to recognize samples that have
not been seen before. This phenomenon is usually called overfitting. However, a lack of
hidden neurons usually causes underfitting. Thus, there must be an optimal number of
hidden neurons.

In actual experiments, empirical formulas, which are different approaches to estimat-
ing the number of hidden neurons, are used to select the optimal number of hidden neurons:

1. Empirical Formula (1) [29]:

Ninput

∑
i=0

Ci
Nhid

> k (3)

where k is the number of samples, Nhid is the number of hidden neurons, Ninput is the
number of input neurons, and i is a constant in the range of [0, Ninput].

2. Empirical Formula (2) [29]:

Nhid =
√

Ninput + Noutput + a (4)

where Ninput is the number of input neurons, Noutput is the number of input neurons, and
a is a constant in the range of [1 , 10].

3. Empirical Formula (3) [29]:

Nhid =
Ninput + (Noutput, Nclass)max

2
(5)

where Noutput is the number of output neurons; Ninput is the dimension of the input
vector, which is equal to the number of input neurons; and Nclass is the number of target
classifications. In this study, the question is a regression problem, not a classification
problem; thus, the variable Nclass is equal to zero, and (Noutput, Nclass)max is the maximum
of Noutput and Nclass.

4. Empirical Formula (4) [30]:

Nhid = log2 Ninput (6)

where Ninput is the number of input neurons.

5. Empirical Formula (5) [30]:

Nhid = 1 +
[
Ninput ×

(
Noutput + 2

)]
× 0.5 (7)

where Ninput is the number of input neurons, and Noutput is the number of output neurons.

6. Empirical Formula (6) [31]:

Nhid = 2Ninput + 1 (8)

where Ninput is the number of input neurons
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7. Empirical Formula (7) [32]:

Nhid ≤
Ntrain

R×
(

Ninput + Noutput
) (9)

where Ninput is the number of input neurons, Noutput is the number of output neurons, and
Ntrain is the number of samples in the training set.

Based on Equations (3)–(9), the optimal number of hidden neurons can be determined
to be in the range of [2, 12]. Then, the gradient descent method is applied. First, more
neurons are selected, and then, the number of hidden neurons is gradually decreased until
it reaches a reasonable number of hidden neurons.

Figure 7 shows the results of hyperparameter training. The average root mean square
error (RMSE) and training time are compared for different numbers of hidden units. The
result shows that using too many neurons in the hidden layers can result in several problems.
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First, too many neurons in the hidden layers may result in overfitting, which occurs
when the neural network has so much information processing capacity that the limited
amount of information in the training set is not sufficient to train all of the neurons in
the hidden layers. A second problem can occur even when sufficient training data are
available. An inordinately large number of neurons in the hidden layers can increase the
time it takes to train the network. The amount of training time can increase to the point
that it is impossible to train the neural network adequately.

Second, using too few neurons in the hidden layers will result in underfitting, which
occurs when there are too few neurons in the hidden layers to adequately detect the signals
in a complex data set.

Therefore, a compromise must be reached between too many and too few neurons
in the hidden layers, and the selection of an architecture for the neural network requires
trial and error. Equations (3)–(9) provide a starting point or range for us to consider. When
keeping all other conditions the same (including the training data, training function, etc.),
the model’s accuracy and computation time are optimal when the number of hidden
layers is 6.

3.2.2. Design of Input Layer and Output Layer

Following Section 3.1 (Data Processing), we use the date, time, longitude, latitude,
measurement layer’s depth, and sound speed in the sample space as the training set. We
then construct the target sample Pinput and target vector Toutput with n rows, 5 columns
and n rows, and 1 column, in Equations (1) and (2).
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Because the input matrix is a 5-column matrix, the number of neurons in the input
layer is selected as the number of columns in the input matrix. The output result is a sound
speed. The number of neurons in the output layer is 1.

3.2.3. Activation Function Selection

Because linear models have a severe limitation, a complex curve should be introduced
to the neural network to achieve a more flexible model. Piecewise linear curves could
be used to approximate the continuous and complex curve. In this paper, the activation
function is an approximation of the piecewise linear curve. In other words, the neural
network’s activation function adds nonlinear factors to the network to solve the problems
that the linear model cannot solve. If the activation function is not used, no matter how
many layers the neural network has, the final output is a linear combination of inputs,
equivalent to having no hidden layer. Therefore, using a nonlinear function as the activation
function can allow the neural network to approximate any function.

The BP neural network used in this article requires the activation function to be
derivable. The reason is shown below. After picking an initial value of the network’s
gradient descent process, the model will upgrade the parameter to find the loss function’s
global minima. The activation function’s differential will guide the function’s decline. In
other words, when adjusting the parameter using the loss function, the parameter is often
calculated using the gradient descent method, and it is necessary to obtain the partial
derivative of the adjusted parameter. Therefore, the sigmoid function and the tan function
are suitable for use with BP neural networks. The two functions and their derivatives are
shown in Figure 8.
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1. Sigmoid

The sigmoid function is commonly used in machine learning to map any input value
onto the output range (0, 1):

sigmoid(z) =
1

1 + e−z (10)

The advantage of this function is that the function is nonlinear and separate from the
binary output. The sigmoid function can output any value between (0, 1) and can be used
to represent probability. The output value of the final function is within a given range and
will not output infinity. However, the sigmoid function has shortcomings. First, when
the input value z approaches ±∞, the output value approaches 0 or 1. In this case, the
corresponding gradient is small or even disappears. The network will also not be learning,
particularly when using the gradient descent algorithm. Second, in actual operation, the
exponential operation overhead is too high.
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2. Tanh

The Tanh function is also commonly used in machine learning. It can map any input
value onto the output range (−1, 1):

tanh(z) =
ez − e−z

ez + e−z (11)

This activation function is similar to the sigmoid function, except that the output range
is (−1, 1) and, thus, has the same advantages and disadvantages as the sigmoid function.
However, the tanh function performs better than the sigmoid function when used as a
hidden layer activation function for the following reasons. First, compared to the sigmoid
function, the tanh function’s average value is 0, which has a good effect on data centering.
Second, the tanh function has a large gradient near 0, which allows for fast convergence.
Therefore, the tanh function is used as the activation function in this article.

3.3. BP Network Training Algorithm

This sections’ total important symbol meanings are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Meanings of symbols in the BP Network Training Algorithm.

Name Symbol

Network input Pinput = (r1, r2, · · · , rn)
Network target vector Tinput =

(
s1, s2, · · · , sq

)
Intermediate unit input vector/output vector Sk =

(
s1, s2, · · · , sp

)
, Bk =

(
b1, b2, · · · , bp

)
Output layer unit input vector/output vector Lk =

(
l1, l2, · · · , lq

)
, Ck =

(
c1, c2, · · · , cq

)
Connection right from the input layer to the middle layer wij(i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , p)

Right to connect the middle layer to the output layer vjt(j = 1, 2, · · · , p; t = 1, 2, · · · , p)
Output threshold of each unit in the middle layer θj(j = 1, 2, · · · , p)
Output threshold of each unit of the input layer γj(j = 1, 2, · · · , p)

The basic steps of the BP neural network algorithm are shown below:

• Step 1: Provide each connection weight wij, vjt, threshold θj and γj a random value in
the interval (−1, 1).

• Step 2: Randomly select a set of input and target samples Pk
input

(
rk

1, rk
2, · · · , rk

n

)
,

Tk
input =

(
sk

1, sk
2, · · · , sk

q

)
and input it to the network.

• Step 3: In Equation (12), use the input sample Pk
input =

(
rk

1, rk
2, · · · , rk

n

)
, connection

weight wij and threshold θj to calculate the input sj of each unit in the middle layer,
and then in Equation (13), use sj to calculate the value of each unit in the middle layer
through the transfer function Output bj:

sj =
n

∑
i=1

wijai − θj, j = 1, 2, · · · , p (12)

bj = f
(
sj
)
, j = 1, 2, · · · , p (13)

• Step 4: In Equation (14), use the input bj of the intermediate layer, the connection
weight vjt and the threshold γt to calculate the output Lt of each unit of the output
layer. Then, calculate the corresponding Ct of each unit of the output layer using the
transfer function in Equation (15):

Lt =
p

∑
j=1

vjtbj − γt, t = 1, 2, · · · , q (14)

Ct = f (Lt), t = 1, 2, · · · , q (15)
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• Step 5: Use the network target vector Tk =
(

yk
1, yk

2, · · · , yk
q

)
and the actual output of

the network Ct to calculate the generalized error dk
t of each unit of the output layer in

Equation (16):

dk
i =

(
yk

t −Ct

)
·Ct(1−Ct), t = 1, 2, · · · , q (16)

• Step 6: In Equation (17), use the connection weight vjt, the generalized error dt of the
output layer and the output bj of the intermediate layer to calculate the generalized
error ek

j of each unit of the intermediate layer:

ek
j =

[
q

∑
i=1

di · vjt

]
bj
(
1− bj

)
(17)

• Step 7: In Equation (18), use the generalized error dk
t of each unit of the input layer and

the output bj of each unit of the intermediate layer to modify the connection weight
vjt and the threshold γj:

vjt(N + 1) = vjt(N) + α · dk
i · bj

γt(N + 1) = γt(N) + α · dk
t

t = 1, 2, · · · , q; j = 1, 2, · · · , p; 0 < α < 1
(18)

• Step 8: In Equation (19), use the generalized error ek
j of each unit of the middle layer

and the input of each unit of the input layer Pk = (a1, a2, · · · , an) to modify the
connection weight wij and the threshold θj:

wij(N + 1) = wij(N) + βek
j ak

i
θj(N + 1) = θj(N) + βek

j
i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , p; 0 < β < 1

(19)

• Step 9: Randomly select the next learning sample vector and provide it to the network.
Return to Step 3 until the training of m training samples is completed.

• Step 10: Reselect a set of input and target samples randomly from the m of learning
samples, and return to Step 3 until the network global error E is below a preset
minimum value; the network thus converges. If the learning time is greater than the
present value, the network cannot converge.

3.4. BP Model Optimization

In this section, this paper will introduce the optimization of the training function, mo-
mentum term, normalization, and early termination. These methods are used to optimize
the bp-training algorithm.

3.4.1. Training Function Optimization

In this section, the paper will briefly introduce the four different training functions.
First, the paper compares the traditional algorithm’s training function, the Newton method,
and the LM algorithm. Then, it has a brief introduction to these algorithms, and an analysis
of their mathematical differences. At the end of this section, four functions’ training
results are given. The result shows that the LM algorithm has a significant advantage in
convergence speed.

When training the BP neural network, data fitting, parameter estimation, and function
approximation are often required, and these training processes can typically be attributed
to the processing of nonlinear least-squares problems in Equation (20):

min
x∈Rn

E(x) =
1
2

r(x)Tr(x) =
1
2

m

∑
i=1

[ri(x)]2, m ≥ n (20)
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The traditional BP algorithm updates the parameters using the fastest gradient descent
method, which is along the opposite direction of the gradient. The parameters are updated
according to specific step sizes. Although the evaluation function (loss function)—the
difference between the expected output and the final layer’s output—reaches a minimum
value, this method ignores the second derivative term. The second derivative term can be
used to adjust the convergence rate. Taking the second derivative term into consideration,
the model’s convergence rate will have an apparent improvement. When the evaluation
function is small, the convergence is linearly convergent and converges slowly; therefore, it
is often used as the method in the initial stage of optimization. While the Newton method
uses the second derivative, the final stage exhibits a fast convergence speed and good
convergence, but is, thus, not suitable for the initial stage. Simultaneously, the Newton
method must be used to calculate the Hessian matrix, which is the second derivative
information for each step; unfortunately, this calculation is complex.

Figure 9 is the summary of the above paragraphs. In this figure, the traditional bp
algorithm (gradient descent method) shows a rapid convergence rate in the initial stage but
shows a slow and poor performance in the final stage. The newton method shows a good
and rapid convergence in the final stage but does not have a good effect on the initial stage.
The LM algorithm combines both methods’ advantages, showing a great performance in
all stages. Based on this situation, we use the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm in BP and
compare it to other methods, and associated analyses and comparisons are shown below.
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The LM algorithm is a fast algorithm that uses standard numerical optimization tech-
niques, which solve the unconstrained optimization problem and the optimization problem
with constraints by iteratively approaching the optimal solution gradually, respectively.
Furthermore, the LM algorithm is a combination of the gradient descent method and the
Gauss–Newton method. The LM algorithm achieves the local convergence provided by
the Gauss–Newton method and exhibits the global characteristics of the gradient descent
method. In the loss function, the local convergence means the Gauss–Newton method’s
rapid convergence, and the global characteristics mean the advantage in the initial stage.
In practical applications, the characteristics of the approximate second-order derivative
information near the extreme points are used to approximate the quadraticity to speed up
optimization and convergence. The proposed algorithm is as follows:
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Let x(k) denote the vector of the k iterations, and the newly formed vector x(k+1) can
be obtained according to Equation (21):

x(k+1) = x(k) + ∆x (21)

For Newton’s method:

∆x = −
[
∇2E(x)

]−1
∇E(x) (22)

where∇2E(x) is the Hessian matrix of the error-index function E(x), and∇E(x) is the gradient.
Supposing the error-index function E(x) is:

E(x) =
1
2

N

∑
i=1

e2
i (x) (23)

where e(x) is the error, then:

∇E(x) = JT(x)e(x)
∇2E(x) = JT(x)e(x) + S(x)

(24)

where S(x) =
N
∑

i=1
ei(x)∇2ei(x); and J(x) is the Jacobian matrix, which is defined in

Equation (25):

J(x) =


∂e1(x)

∂x1

∂e1(x)
∂x2

· · · ∂e1(x)
∂xn

∂e2(x)
∂x1

∂e2(x)
∂x2

· · · ∂e2(x)
∂xn

...
...

...
∂eN(x)

∂x1

∂eN(x)
∂x2

· · · ∂eN(x)
∂xn

 (25)

The calculation rules for the Gauss–Newton method are based on Equation (26):

∆x = −[JT(x)J(x)]− 1J(x)e(x) (26)

The form of the LM algorithm is Equation (27):

∆x = −[JT(x)J(x) + µI]− 1J(x)e(x) (27)

where the coefficient µ > 0 is a constant, and I is the identity matrix.
Equation (26) shows that if µ = 0, then the Gauss–Newton method is used; if µ is

large, the LM algorithm is similar to the gradient descent method. For each iteration step,
µ decreases and approaches the error target, as in the Gauss–Newton method. When the
Gauss–Newton method approaches the minimum error, the calculation speed increases
and the accuracy exceeds that of other methods. Because the LM algorithm uses an
approximate second-order derivative, it converges much more quickly (up to 10x faster)
than the gradient descent method. Additionally, because

∣∣JT(x)J(x) + µI
∣∣ is definitely

positive, there must be a solution. In the Gauss–Newton method,
∣∣JT(x)J(x)

∣∣ is either full
or does not remain under discussion.

In a real application, µ is a tentative parameter. For a given parameter, if the obtained
error-index function E(x) decreases, then µ decreases; otherwise, µ increases. The compu-
tational complexity of the LM algorithm is O

(
n3/6

)
. If n is large, the number of required

calculations and amount of storage are large. However, improving the iteration efficiency
can significantly improve overall performance, particularly when accuracy is essential.

In Figure 10, four training functions are used to train the model with part of the
data. After 1000 epochs, the error graph shows that the LM algorithm achieves faster
convergence speeds compared to other algorithms.
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3.4.2. Momentum Term

In the BP algorithm, the learning step size η is related to the speed and stability of
the network convergence. If η is too large, network instability will occur if the network
convergence speed is increased too much. If η is too small, this phenomenon can be avoided;
however, the convergence speed will decrease. To resolve this conflict, a momentum term
is introduced in this study to fine-tune the weight using the following equation:

∆wij(n) = α∆wij(n− 1) + ηδj(t)vi(n) (28)

where α is the momentum term and is typically a positive number.
Rewriting these formulae as time series with training time t as a variable, t is within

(0, n), and the formula can be considered to be ∆wij(n) as the first-order difference equation:

∆wij(n) = η
n

∑
i=0

αn−iδj(t)vi(n) (29)

where δj(t)vi(n) can be calculated by:

δj(t)vi(n) = −
∂E(n)

∂wij(n)
(30)
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which can be rewritten as:

∆wij(n) = −η
n

∑
t=0

αn−t ∂E(n)
∂wij(n)

(31)

Therefore, in real applications, the correction amount ∆wij(n) is the sum of a series of
weighted exponential sequences. When the momentum constant satisfies |α| ∈ [0, 1), the
sequence converges. When α = 0, there is no momentum term. In theory, α can be either
positive or negative; however, negative values are used in practical applications.

The adjustment speed control is related to ∂E(n)
∂wij(n)

. When ∂E(n)
∂wij(n)

has the same sign as

the previous time, its weighted summation of the value increases to make ∆wij(n) larger,
thereby increasing the adjustment speed of w during stable adjustment. Similarly, when

∂E(n)
∂wij(n)

is negative, the weighted summation result decreases, which has a stabilizing effect.

As shown in Figure 11, after training 10 times, the blue bars represent the RMSE of
the model without momentum, the green bars are the model’s momentum terms equal to
0.9, and the red line shows the improvement when we bring the momentum terms into the
model. Significantly, the introduction of momentum terms during training can effectively
improve training accuracy.
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3.4.3. BP Network Generalization Ability Optimization

In this section, the paper first includes a brief introduction to overfitting. In practical
usage, overfitting is common. To reduce this phenomenon, the scientist usually uses some
of the methods below. First, selecting more training data; second, using data augmentation,
which is based on the questions’ comprehension to create more useful data. Third, choosing
the less flexible model, which is the model with fewer neurons or limited hidden layers.
These methods have been used or been limited in this paper’s model. Therefore, this paper
selected the last one, using the normalization and early termination (early stopping), which
have been introduced in this paper.

When training neural networks, overfitting is one of the most common phenomena.
The error of the training set samples can be small; however, the error for the new sample
data outside the training set will be large, which shows that the network has memorized
trained samples but cannot generalize to new samples. The following figures show an
example of overfitting.
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In Figure 12, the new sample error increases rapidly as the sampling error decreases in
the case of overtraining. An effective way to solve this problem is to adjust the network’s
size to make it sufficiently fit the data: the larger the network scale is, the stronger the
function mapping function of the network will be. Therefore, if the network scale is suffi-
ciently small, overfitting can be eliminated. This part of the study is performed when the
optimal hidden layer number is selected. Additionally, there are two methods to improve
the network’s generalizability: the normalization method and the early termination (early
stopping) method.
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These two methods are described like this:

1. Normalization Method

The data normalization method is a standard processing method for data in neural
networks. Data normalization converts all data into a number in the range of [0, 1]. This
method can cancel out the difference in the order of magnitude between each dimension’s
data and mitigate the significant difference in the magnitude of the input/output data,
which could mitigate significant network prediction errors.

The basic idea of the normalization method is to correct the network error performance
parameters. The typical error performance function is the mean square error function
in Equation (32):

E = mse =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(ei)
2 =

1
N

N

∑
i=1

(ti − ai)
2 (32)

In the classic method, a mean square value including network weights and thresholds
is added, and correcting the error performance function with this item can improve the
network’s generalization ability, as shown in Equation (33):

msereg = γ ·mse + (1− γ)msw (33)

where γ is the error performance adjustment rate, and msw can be calculated by Equation (34):

msw =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

x2
j (34)

Equations (32)–(34) can be used to modify the error performance function so that the
network obtains a smaller weight and threshold, which forces the network to accordingly
become smooth and reduces the phenomenon of overfitting.

2. Early Termination

The early termination method is also called the early stopping method. The basic idea
is to stop training when the model occurs overfitting. The method needs a checking data
set to recognize the overfitting. After each epoch, the checking set will be brought to the
current model. If the checking set’s error is increasing continuously, the training would be
terminated. The method is shown below.

Dividing the data Pinput into three subsets yields:

Pinput =
(

Ps
input, Pc

input, Pt
input

)
(35)

In Figure 13 and Equation (35), the first subset is the training sample set Ps
input, which

is used to calculate the weights and thresholds of the gradient and correction network.
The second subset is the confirmation sample set Pc

input. During training, the error of the
confirmation sample set is monitored by this subset. The confirmation sample set’s error
is typically reduced in the initial stage of training, indicating the catenary sample set’s
error. When overfitting exists in the network, the error of the confirmation sample set
increases significantly. When the number of consecutive increases in the error reaches the
specified number of iterations, training is stopped, and the network returns the weight
and threshold with the smallest confirmation sample set error. The third subset is the test
sample set Pt

input. The test sample set error is not used during training, which is used to
compare various models.

3.5. Sound Ray Trace Simulation
3.5.1. Basic theory of Sound Ray Trace

The sound speed profile is used in many areas. In real applications, the sound speed
profile is used in single beam sounding as an essential correction value. Moreover, the
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single beam sounding could be simplified to be a sound ray tracing problem. Therefore,
this study will use sound ray simulation to compare the model’s performance between the
model’s sound speed profile and measured sound speed profile in practical application.
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In water, we often use ray acoustics to address the problem of sound propagation.
Although ray acoustics are not an exact solution of the wave equation, they can be used as
an approximate solution to describe the sound speed profile’s accuracy.

First, the following basic assumptions should be made about the underwater environment.

1. The direction of the sound ray is the direction of sound propagation, and the sound
ray is always perpendicular to the wavefront.

2. Sound rays carry energy. At a certain point in the sound field, the sound energy is the
superposition of the energy carried by all sound rays arriving at that point.

3. The energy in a group of sound rays is conserved, and there is no transverse energy
exchange outside the bundle.

The method used in this experiment is the acoustic line method of the layered medium.
Considering the sound speed distribution c(z) of the sound source location and the sea
area where the sound source is located, there is a corresponding sound ray for each initial
shooting angle α0. By continually changing α0, a cluster of sound rays can be obtained, and
the tracks of these sound rays constitute the acoustic line diagram. In underwater acoustic
detection, acoustic line tracing is typically performed according to the sound speed profile
to accurately determine underwater points’ coordinates. Therefore, the simulation effect
of the BP-Optimized model’s sound speed profile can be verified effectively via acoustic
tracing calculations.

3.5.2. Calculation of Sound Ray Trace Parameters

Setting the initial grazing angle α0 of the sound ray and sound speed c0 at the sound
source, the total sound ray parameters of the layer can be described. The grazing angle αi
of the sound ray at depth zi is based on Equation (36):

cos αi = ci
cos α0

c0
(36)
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The horizontal distance of the sound ray in layer i is xi:

ti =
1

2αici−1

(
ln

1 + sin αi−1

1− sin αi−1
− 1 + sin αi

1− sin αi

)
(37)

The propagation time of the sound ray in the i layer is ti:

ti =
1

2αici−1

(
ln

1 + sin αi−1

1− sin αi−1
− 1 + sin αi

1− sin αi

)
(38)

The total horizontal distance x of the sound ray can be calculated by Equation (37):

x =
N

∑
i=1

xi (39)

The total propagation time t of the sound ray is based on Equation (38):

t =
n

∑
i=1

ti (40)

Equations (36)–(38) can be used to calculate the water’s sound ray’s propagation trajectory.

4. Results and Discussion

This study proposes an optimized LM-BP neural network model to predict the sound
field inversion in the South China Sea. Compared to the traditional BP neural network
model, the optimized model achieves high training speeds, high training accuracies, low
parameter complexity, and good optimization results. In addition, this study verifies
the model’s feasibility based on measured sound speed data in the South China Sea.
Furthermore, this study used the sound ray tracing method to simulate the underwater
sounding devices’ work with BP-Optimized models’ output. Through simulation, it
confirms that the model has a high value in practical applications. In conclusion, this study
uses a BP-Optimized neural network model to mitigate the problems of slow convergence
training, complex parameter settings, low fitting accuracy, and weak generalizability with
a traditional BP neural network.

First, we discuss the performance of the proposed sound speed prediction model,
which is the optimized BP neural network in this paper. Table 3 shows the results of the
proposed model compared to those of other neural networks. The optimized BP neural
network is shown to shorten the training time while ensuring sufficient accuracy. AVG
refers to the average sound speed profile. Compared with this paper’s model, the root
means square error (RMSE) is too large and unsuitable in practical applications. Compared
to traditional BP networks, the model achieves marked improvements in precision and
computation time. The proposed model achieves approximately 50% higher accuracy than
those of the BP-Traditional model (1.7902 m/s to 0.95732 m/s). Computation time also
decreases from 612.43 s to 4.231 s. In addition, compared to the genetic algorithm-radial
basis function (GA-RBF) model [21], the BP-optimized model achieves a similar accuracy;
however, the computation time decreases by approximately 98%. In the GA-RBF model,
Hu Jun et al. used a genetic algorithm to confirm the RBF network’s parameters and trained
the RBF network with data. Compared with the BP-Optimized model, the GA-RBF model
is slower. The reasons are shown below. First, it needs some time to confirm the network’s
parameters, and the genetic algorithm’s complexity is not low as we expect. Secondly,
the RBF network uses the classic training function, which is significantly slower than the
BP-Optimized model. In terms of practical application, for the GA-RBF, it is hard to update
the model in real-time.
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Table 3. Precision and computation times of various models.

Method RMSE (m/s) Time (s)

AVG 2.33475 -
BP-Traditional 1.7903 612.43

GA-RBF 0.96795 272.753
BP-Optimized 0.95732 4.231

The optimized model’s prediction results are shown in Figure 14. The figures show the
measured sound speed profile and the predicted sound speed profile, including the sound
speed data from 0 m to 1550 m. Each figure’s bottom-right portion shows the set’s position.
Due to space limitations, Figure 14 shows only one result out of a total of 12 results, and
the remaining results are shown in Figure A1.
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In Figures 14 and A1, the experimental results show that the optimized BP neural
network algorithm achieves good results with South China Sea sound field modeling. The
most significant site error is 1.382, the minimum error is 0.671, and the average error is
0.957. The algorithm exhibits poor-fitting accuracy with the surface sound speed; however,
more accurate results are produced with the sound speed below the middle layer. Figure 15
shows that the neural network with the LM algorithm and early termination converges
quickly. The time required to reach the target accuracy is typically within 6 s, and the
number of training epochs does not exceed 300.

Second, the pros and cons of the model are discussed according to different optimiza-
tion items.

The Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm is selected during training and is used
to replace the calculation of the Hessian matrix in the Gauss–Newton method with an
easy-to-calculate Jacobian matrix to improve calculation efficiency. Compared to the
Gauss–Newton method and the gradient descent method, the LM algorithm adds µ to
the Gauss–Newton method. When µ is large, the algorithm is equivalent to the gradient
descent method. When µ is small, the algorithm is equivalent to the Gauss–Newton method.
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A good combination of the advantages of the two algorithms allows the model to converge
quickly. However, the LM algorithm occupies much more memory than the other methods,
and its convergence is too fast, which can lead to early training termination when the early
termination method is used.
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The momentum term is also used during algorithm learning to (1) adjust the learning
step length to mitigate the instability caused by rapid convergence of the LM algorithm,
and (2) optimize the problem of artificially reducing the LM algorithm’s operation speed
in the early termination method. Conversely, increasing the momentum term can also
prevent learning from falling into a local minimum and, thus, continuous adjustment of the
learning parameter η during training. Although increasing the momentum term balances
the training speed, it also increases the time required for a single iteration.

The introduction of the early termination method can effectively prevent overfitting
during training. Training is stopped when the number of consecutive increases in the
sample set error reaches a specified number of iterations to avoid overtraining. However,
there are two problems with the early termination method. First, because the LM algorithm
converges too quickly, instability typically occurs, and the error threshold is frequently
reached. Stability can be increased by artificially reducing the convergence speed of
the LM algorithm and introducing momentum. In addition, the sample set must be
sufficiently representative, which requires screening and classifying of the samples. Typical
classification methods can use support vector machines and other methods to classify the
data and select the representative data after classification.

Thus, due to the merits and demerits of the LM algorithm, momentum term, early
termination method, etc., the introduction of a single optimization method in a BP artificial
neural network does not typically achieve better optimization results. In this study, the
combination of various methods effectively mitigates each method’s disadvantages and im-
proves overall model accuracy. However, the introduction of various optimization methods
increases model complexity and the complexity of establishing models in different regions.

Next, we discuss model performance based on the data verification results.
The model fit to the sound speed data is poor at the surface layer at the verification

sites. This result likely occurs due to the following issues. First, ocean sound speed changes
most significantly due to changes in temperature. Factors such as exposure to sunlight and
seasonal changes have caused complex changes in the ocean surface’s sound speed. Second,
the sea surface is stirred by wind and waves, resulting in unstable physical and chemical
properties in the water at the sea surface. Thus, the surface sound speed is affected by
many factors that likely lead to poor sound speed predictions.
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Considering the multiple stations used in this study, some verification stations at
the edge of the station show significant errors due to route restrictions. The edge error
indicates that the dataset used in this study does not achieve sufficient spatial density,
which adversely affects training accuracy.

Finally, the practical applications’ simulation of the optimized BP model’s sound
speed profile is described using the sound ray tracing method in this study. In practi-
cal application, the sound speed profile is usually used in marine mapping. Moreover,
most measuring devices are based on ray acoustics. The sound ray trace method can
effectively simulate the sounding devices working in water, and we use it to evaluate our
model. In this section, we used the sound ray trace method to value the paper’s optimal
model’s performance.

Compared to the measured sound speed gradient, when the transducer’s opening
angle is marginal (0◦ ∼ 40◦), the model’s sound speed profile’s horizontal error is below
1 m, which meets the requirements for depth sounding accuracy. In the IHO Standards
for Hydrographic surveys (4th Edition), the standard stipulated that over 150 m deep
water, the error is limited to 5% depth. However, at a relatively large incident angle,
the horizontal error is approximately 5 ∼ 10 m, and the error exceeds the limit without
correction. Figure 16 shows the accurately measured sound speed’s trajectory and the
model fitting sound speed’s trajectory under two different incident angles.
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Based on Figure 16, the horizontal sound ray tracing error increases rapidly with the
increasing of the incident angle. When the incident angle is 20◦, the measured data and
model data horizontal sound ray fitting error is below 0.5 m. When the incident angle is
40◦, the measured data and model data horizontal sound ray fitting error is below 1 m. In
the practical applications of the model of sound speed profile, it can be found that it meets
the application requirements given in the IHO.

Thus, this study verifies that the proposed BP-Optimized model can quickly model and
fit the regional sound field while meeting accuracy requirements. Compared to the traditional
sound speed prediction model, the proposed BP-Optimized model exhibits fast training
times, higher accuracies, and strong generalizability. In practical applications, newly acquired
data can be incorporated into the prediction model in real time. However, optimization is
required based on the following issues. First, from the perspective of the model itself, the
data can be pre-classified by various methods such as support vector machines (SVMs) [33];
prediction models will be developed based on different sound field characteristics, and then
the quality evaluation methods of training data will be solved by algorithms. This process
selects representative data to participate in model construction. Second, when selecting data,
the data used in this study do not have good spatial uniformity due to the limitation of the
data set. Using uniformly distributed data points will help establish an accurate sound speed
prediction model during model training.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the feasibility of a neural network to calculate a sound speed
profile inversion. This study proposed a fast inversion model to calculate the South China
Sea sound field based on an optimized BP neural network. The LM algorithm was used to
train the algorithm using a neural network, and the momentum term and early termination
method are also introduced. Then, the paper used the sound ray trace method to simulate
the real application. When we used the sound ray trace method to simulate the acoustic
devices, the simulation showed that the paper’s sound speed prediction model has a
high precision and application value. The proposed model calculated an accurate sound
speed inversion prediction, and a comparison of the proposed model and other models is
shown below:

1. The proposed model only requires the time, the latitude and longitude, and the depth
of the layer measurement to fit any sound speed profile within the model range within
a given duration. The accuracy of this model can meet the accuracy requirements of
most practical applications.

2. Compared to a traditional BP neural network, the improved neural network intro-
duces an early termination mechanism that effectively mitigates overfitting. In the
traditional method, the neural network can approximate a linear function with arbi-
trary precision. When the target accuracy is high, the training model will often cause
overfitting with the training data and not fit non-training data. The early termination
mechanism can effectively determine the optimal training accuracy.

3. The improved neural network algorithm uses the LM algorithm, which has the same
generalizability as the gradient descent method and the Gauss–Newton method’s
local convergence. The improved algorithm also achieves fast convergences and
high training accuracies. Compared to the traditional neural network, the improved
algorithm significantly reduces training time.

4. Table 3 shows the results of the proposed model compared to those of other neural
networks. The optimized BP neural network markedly reduces training time while
ensuring sufficient accuracy. Compared to traditional BP networks, the proposed
model markedly improves precision and reduces computation time. Compared to the
RBF neural network, the proposed model achieves similar accuracies but decreases
computation time by approximately 98%.
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In conclusion, this paper introduced an optimized LM-BP artificial neural network
model to achieve the rapid modeling of the sound speed profile. Compared with other
studies, it has more significant value in practical application. First, we presented a sound
speed prediction model, which could satisfy the accuracy requirement and sharply reduce
training time. Secondly, we used the sound ray tracing method to verify the model’s
practical application value. The simulation result shows that the prediction model is
sufficiently precise in engineering applications.
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